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MANAGEMENT REPORT
The total electricity sales in the fiscal year 2013 was 12.5 TWh

After the price peak, the prompt prices of the entire summer

The financial result fell to -444 KEUR compared to the previous

and thus continued to be stable compared to the previous year

persisted at a relatively high level. On average, the NCG day-

year (-354 KEUR). The fall was mainly due to increased gua-

Energiehandelsgesellschaft West mbH is a trading house for

(11.8 TWh). The turnover fell by 4% from EUR 645 to EUR

ahead contract in this period listed at EUR 26.76 /MWh com-

rantee bond costs and decreased interest earnings through the

electricity and natural gas and a subsidiary of ten municipal

618m based on the price trend in the German electricity market.

pared to EUR 24.60 /MWh in the same period of the previous

higher degree of utilisation of the guarantee bonds.

1.

COMPANY’S BASIC FOUNDATIONS

year. The prices here were supported by the high need for sto-

utilities: the business activity focuses on supplying shareholders
and customers with flexible, wholesale-based electricity and na-

In consequence of the drop in black coal and CO2 prices as

rage. Since the low summer-winter spread initially did not offer

The result of the ordinary business activity, resulting from the

tural gas supply products, the demand forecast and the nation-

well as an increased supply of renewable production capa-

any incentive for filling the storage tanks, there were concerns

development of the operating and the financial result, increased

wide logistics of the energy sources electricity and natural gas

cities, the level of the electricity prices dropped considerably

about the supply situation in the coming winter. This led to mar-

to KEUR 4,754 compared to the previous year (KEUR 1,063)

as well as the marketing of production and storage capacities.

in 2013. On the spot market, the average yearly megawatt

ket participants intensively building up long positions, which put

and thus lies clearly above expectations.

hour cost EUR 37.78 (baseload) and EUR 48.69 (peakload).

pressure on the prompt prices at the start of the winter, which

For this purpose, ehw‘s 30 employees (as of 31 December 2013)

This corresponds to a price decrease compared to the previ-

have fallen back to EUR 25.50 Euro/MWh in the meantime.

manage trade volumes of approx. 12.5 TWh electricity and 15.0

ous year of just under EUR 5 per megawatt hour both in the

TWh natural gas, which they trade both on the futures as spot ex-

baseload and in the peakload. On the futures market, price

Problems with the electricity supply of the Norwegian gas treatment

are investigating whether ehw is entangled in a VAT fraud. Since

change of the EEX as well as also bilaterally on the OTC market.

reductions turned out to be even more considerable. The ba-

plant Nyhamna together with cool temperatures at the start of De-

it became apparent at an early stage that this could not be elimi-

To guarantee the necessary liquidity also in non-liquid times ehw

seload product for the delivery in the year 2014 traded on

cember once again ensured a short-term peak of EUR 29/MWh.

nated in the short term due to the tax authorities’ need for an in-

has a broad range of national and international trading partners.

an annual average at EUR 39.06 per megawatt hour. One
year before, the annual future traded a good 10 euros per

ehw has set itself the mission to work flexibly, efficiently and

In addition, the result of the fiscal year 2013 was characterised
by the effects of a VAT-relevant circumstance. The fiscal authorities

depth investigation, balance sheet provisions were made based
2.2 POSITION OF THE COMPANY

on prudent accounting. This had a significant negative impact on
the result for the year (KEUR -25,470). The risk provision for any

megawatt hour higher.
FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

loss of claims for input tax, formed merely as a precaution, at

workbench”: ehw‘s fields of activity are determined by its share-

The gas sales increased to 15.0 TWh compared to the previ-

The gross earnings increased by 65 % to KEUR 7,952 compa-

KEUR -24.126, thus carries weight. Moreover, a further provision

holders’ and customers’ market requirements.

ous year (8.2 TWh). Correspondingly, the turnover in the gas

red to the previous year (KEUR 4,811). Reasons for the increase

for possible procedural costs in the total amount of KEUR -1.344

business of EUR 236m in the year 2012 also increased to EUR

of the gross earnings are high profits from the portfolio ma-

was formed. In this way, it was guaranteed that possible future

For this reason, ehw’s service portfolio is also not rigid, but ad-

428m now. The increase of the quantities sold is above all due

nagement through effective risk management, optimised market

impacts on results from the pending tax proceedings are already

apts itself permanently to the requirements of the energy market

to a positive customer development. In addition, the gas market

procurement, additional portfolio effects and additional profits

included in this annual financial statement.

through pragmatic solutions and transparent processes.

situation in the year 2013 had a supportive impact on ehw’s

from direct marketing. In addition, higher earnings could be

gas sales.

generated through increases in quantities.

its shareholders and customers in a balanced partnership of

The German spot market prices for natural gas were agitated

In addition, the other operating income made an additional

the tax balance sheet and form the provision for the expected

equals. Experience has shown that everyday tasks and extraor-

in the year, especially through discussions about the security of

profit contribution of KEUR 1.381. The increase is mainly due

income tax burden of the fiscal year 2013 without reductions

dinary challenges can only be solved efficiently in the long term

supply due to low storage levels in the year 2013.

to the higher earnings from the release of provisions, earnings

from the extraordinary expenses.

innovatively. Ultimately, it understands itself as an “extended

ehw’s

facts of the VAT-relevant proceedings before the preparation of

essential recipe for success is the cooperation with

from the adjustment to general provision for receivables and

if all partners collaborate to the same extent.
In line with the other European trading hubs, the day-ahead

allocation to fixed assets.

ECONOMIC REPORT

2.1 BUSINESS TREND

In summary, it may be stated that ehw’s ordinary business could
be increased clearly positively both in the earnings as well as in

prices in the German market areas at the end of the first quarter
2.

As a precaution, the Management Board decided to wait for the

showed themselves on an extremely high level. At the begin-

Corresponding to the high gross earnings, the operating result

the volume. The negative extraordinary result is the result of a pre-

ning of March, a cold spell set in, which appeared to be never-

could be increased considerably to KEUR 2,928 compared to

cautionary measure and was absorbed by a capital measure, as

ending. The high consumption in this time, in association with a

the previous year (KEUR 1,355).

explained below under the financial position, already before the
annual financial statement. The result after tax was KEUR -21.538.

reduction in the quantity supplied from Norway, ensured a fall
In the fiscal year 2013 ehw‘s total turnover increased by around

in the German filling levels to below 20 %. In Great Britain, the

At the same time, the personnel costs increased to KEUR 2,423

19% to EUR 1,049m. The turnover is essentially attributable to

filling levels even fell below 5 %. In comparison, the low levels

compared to the previous year (KEUR 2.208). The reason for this

CASH FLOWS

winning new customers in the gas business and the increase in

of the natural gas storage facilities in the previous year were 46

was above all increased expenses through the personnel changes.

ehw’s cash flows were in good order. The company’s financial

sales volumes associated with this.

% in Germany or 43 % in Great Britain.

solvency was and is ensured at all times.
The other operating expenses increased to KEUR 2.775 compa-

The trade with electrical energy and gas as well as the provision

Supported by Dutch and British Hub prices, the EEX Spot Market

red to the previous year (KEUR 1.986). The reason for the incre-

FINANCIAL POSITION

of energy-related services form the lion’s share of the turnover,

Daily Reference Price increased in the course of this and reached

ase is essentially the added expense incurred for legal and busi-

In the reporting year, the intangible assets were reduced to

just like in previous years.

its annual high point at EUR 39.51/MWh on 27 March 2013.

ness consultancy in connection with pending tax proceedings.

KEUR 105 compared to the previous year (132 KEUR).

6
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The tangible fixed assets were changed through regular write-

STAFF

Among the stated precautionary planning measures, a resulting

professional organisational and workflow structure extending

downs and smaller additions of fixed assets to KEUR 52.

At the end of the fiscal year 2013, the company employed 30

net profit for the year before taxes of KEUR 276 is expected.

to the customer. Furthermore, the credit risk, known as a generic term for counterparty risks in the form of payment defaults,

employees (including Managing Director). The remuneration
The short-term tied-up assets were reduced by a total of KEUR

was paid in accordance with regulations of individual contracts.

OPPORTUNITIES REPORT

payment delays and depreciation in value in the event of the

The expected positive result for 2014 is based on various

non-fulfilment of contracts, must likewise be indicated as such

due to a changed sales volume and changed payment me-

For ehw, qualified and motivated employees are the basis

premises. With significant profit factors, very risk-averse as-

a key risk.

thods by KEUR 47,368 and the cash in hand increased by

of its success. Commitment, creativity and a sense of res-

sumptions were made. This results in opportunities for profit in

KEUR 21,897. The inventories, consisting exclusively of CO2

ponsibility as well as professionalism and flexibility are the

addition to the planned result.

certificates, increased through purchases by KEUR 670 to

competences that the company requires and encourages.

KEUR 914.

Through flat hierarchies, interdepartmental work and a high

RISK REPORT

matical-econometric models for the purpose of applying distribution-based risk measures.

24,800. At the same time, receivables and other assets fell

ehw uses appropriately comprehensive methods for the management of such risks, thus from the area of financial mathe-

degree of own responsibility, the employees can benefit

Energy market risks & regulation guidelines: For ehw as an ener-

The high proportion of the current assets in the balance sheet

from their qualifications optimally. ehw actively promotes its

gy trading company, various sources of risk exist, which in the

total 99.8 % is consistent with the structure of a trading com-

employees’ professional and personal skills through further

final analysis can have a negative impact on entrepreneurial

ehw’s regular profit contribution reporting, the daily calculation

pany. The financing of the short-term tied-up capital was es-

educational measures.

value creation. For energy industry companies, especially those

of credit as well as market risks or the continuous monitoring

which participate in the European energy markets, the deve-

of derivative transactions such as futures and options can be

SUBSEQUENT REPORT

lopment of a comprehensive risk management is necessary to

understood as an integral part of this process group.

Against the background of the precautionary measure in con-

There were no transactions of particular significance after the

enable them to control risks and seize opportunities.

nection with the pending tax proceedings, ehw’s shareholders

end of the fiscal year.

sentially done through short-term borrowed capital.

The above-mentioned guideline also specifies risk control and

resolved to increase the share capital in the amount of EUR

For ehw, risk management means protection and added value

process monitoring through regular internal reporting, internal

649,540. The subscribed capital on the cutoff date was thus

and is understood as a system covering all company activi-

process and discrepancy analyses as well as routine audits by

ties that includes a company-wide, systematic and permanent

external auditors. The process control is completed by additio-

process based on a defined risk strategy with the following

nal external inspections of main focus areas, which are carried
out at regular intervals by specialised inspection companies.

EUR 4,000.000 (of which own shares were EUR 442,860).

3.

FORECAST, OPPORTUNITIES AND RISK REPORT

The increase in capital was done through the issue of ten new
shares in the business. The cash payments to be made were

FORECAST REPORT

elements: identification, analysis, evaluation, controlling, docu-

above all made by all companies in the fiscal year 2013. The

Gross profit of approx. EUR 4.7m is planned for the fiscal year

mentation and communication of risks and monitoring of these

new shares in the business were issued with premiums in the

2014. The fall in the gross profit is essentially due to conservati-

activities. As a dynamic and above all made-to-measure sys-

ehw has made preparations in order to be able to comply with

total amount of EUR 23,476.268. Regarding the payment of

ve accounting standards regarding the market risks.

tem, risk management at ehw is understood as a starting point

the scheduled reporting dates and specifications from Brussels,

and thus as a continuously further developed system.

especially in the fiscal year 2013.

ehw’s corporate strategy provides the “guideline” for all corpo-

After the implementation of ehw’s internal guideline „Integri-

rate measures and is primarily geared to the development of

ty and Transparency of the Wholesale Energy Market“, which

the respective premium, it was agreed that the shareholders
have to pay the extra charge by 31 December 2014 at the

The personnel expenses are expected to be approximately at

latest. ehw has the contractual right to demand the payment

the previous year’s level in 2014.

of the premiums beforehand where required. This regulation
does not include the shareholder Stadtwerke Münster GmbH.

The write-downs are planned at a lower level due to the smaller

potentials for success. At the core of a value-oriented corporate

corresponds to the EU Directive REMIT („Regulation on Energy

This shareholder already paid in the premium in full in the

investment portfolio compared to the previous year.

control is the idea that the management of risk occupies a sig-

Market Integrity and Transparency“) reporting requirements for

nificant position in order thereby to satisfy the requirement for

energy contracts, i.e. especially electricity and gas contracts,

A clearly lower level is expected in 2014 than in the previ-

an adequate weighing up of risks and opportunities of essential

ensue for ehw. The adoption of the corresponding implemen-

Its own shares were openly deducted from the subscribed

ous year for the other operating expenses as well, because

decisions. ehw’s risk management is based on an independent

ting acts for the entry into force of these reporting requirements

capital in accordance with the regulations of sec. 272

the legal and business consultancy costs have been incur-

guideline, which as an aptly named Risk Management Manual

is still pending. The reports are expected by the end of 2014.

para. 1a of the German Commercial Code [HGB]. On the

red in 2014, above all through the pending tax procee-

combines risk policy, risk strategy and corporate control systems.

The reporting requirements much rather date in accordance

balance sheet date, ten communal supply companies hold

dings in 2013, or have already been taken into account

a participating interest in ehw. Stadtwerke Münster GmbH

through the provision for procedural costs in the extraordi-

With a view to creating potentials for success, the management

Regulation“), for which the start of reporting was set at 12

sold its shares in the company and thus left the group of

nary expenses 2013.

of market risks occupies a key position within this guideline for

December 2014. For the reporting capability in accordance

ehw, whose core business is especially exposed to these risks.

with the technical standards of implementation, ehw relies on

The management of such risks, i.e. future price developments

the cooperation with a specialised service provider. Informati-

fiscal year 2013.

shareholders at the close of 31 December 2013. The redemption amount was disbursed in five equal instalments.

The resulting planned operating result for 2014 is KEUR 781.

with the EU Regulation EMIR („European Market Infrastructure

on the markets, uncertain supply and sales volumes or however

on on its own party, the counterparty and on the transactions

of shareholders; each further instalment is due six months

The financial result is planned at a similar level to in the previ-

a limited market liquidity form the majority of all risk manage-

themselves was already successfully reported to the transaction

later in each case.

ous year.

ment processes, since these risks have to be processed by a

register Regis-TR through the cooperation with this service pro-

The first instalment is due six months after leaving the group

8
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vider. A corresponding course of action is already planned for

retail trade for carrying out customer orders would in principle

the reporting requirements of the EMIR. The (Pre)-Legal-Entity-

not be exempted from the permission requirement. However,

Identifier (Pre-LEI) required for the reporting was applied for at

according to recent findings, an exemption from supervision

the end of 2013. In addition, risk reduction techniques were

exists for ehw here too, just like for transactions in accordance

procedurally defined and introduced for ehw as NFC (-) (Non

with REMIT, unless the exemption of the sideline activity con-

Financial Counterpart).

cerns securities services only for customers or suppliers of the

| Annual financial statements
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main activity and overall a sideline activity of the company.
It becomes more specific regarding the EU Directive MiFID II
(„Markets in Financial Instruments Directive“), in which com-

Pending tax proceedings: Impacts on earnings from the above-

panies’ financial supervision requirements (including excep-

mentioned tax proceedings are not expected for 2014, since

tions) are regulated. Financial instruments, i.e. derivatives in

the possible impact on earnings was already taken into ac-

accordance with MiFID II, have financial supervision require-

count in the annual financial statement 2013. The Management

ments. The compromise of the EU Commission, the European

Board supports the investigations by the financial authorities

Parliament and the Council currently provides that electricity

and through this expects to contribute to a positive outcome of

and gas transactions (if defined in the REMIT), which are ex-

the proceedings for ehw by the end of 2014.

clusively supplied physically, are disregarded by MiFID II. For
futures, coal and oil, on the other hand, this is not the case. The

Münster, 30 April 2014

exemption of the main activity is still expected to be discarded.

Dipl.-Kaufm./Dipl.Ing. Dietmar Bernhardi

For the exemption of the sideline activity, it was specified that

(Managing Director)
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BALANCE SHEET
31.12.2013

31.12.2012

ASSETS
K€

A. Fixed assets

A. Equity

I.

I.

Intangible fixed assets
104,797.00

132

II. Tangible fixed assets
1. Other equipment, operating and office equipment

Subscribed capital
of which nominal value of treasury shares
Issued capital

52,181.00

61

156,978.00

193

II. Capital reserves
III. Other revenue reserves

B. Current assets

IV. Profit carried forward

I.

IV. Net loss (p.y. Net income) for the financial year

Inventories
1. Raw materials, consumables and supplies

913,733.20

243

II. Receivables and other assets
1. Trade receivables
2. R
 eceivables from shareholders
of which called capital: EUR 15,947,164.97 (p.y. TEUR 0)
3. O
 ther assets
of which taxes: EUR 3,523,972.17 (p.y. TEUR 0)

III. Cash-in-hand, bank balances

C. Prepaid expenses

14

31.12.2012

€

K€

4,000,000.00

3,351

-442,860.00

-443

3,557,140.00

2,908

24,580,716.77

1,104

3,894,402.46

3,894

755,000.00

0

-21,538,400.00

755

11,248,859.23

8,661

13,838,717.86

217

8,067,010.42

6,316

21,905,728.28

6,533

1,738,934.26

3,500

85,797,454.16

100,079

6,855,793.86

23,465

44,673.33

10,498

94,436,855.61

137,542

127,591,443.12

152,736

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
€

1. Purchased concessions

31.12.2013

B. Provisions
34,068,659.49

76,120

33,169.331.97

31,363

1. Provisions for taxes
2. Other provisions

5,028,556.39

12,495

72,266,547.85

119,978

1. Payments received on account of orders

54,140,702.78

32,244

2. Trade payables

127,320,983.83

152,465

113,481.29

78

127,591,443.12

152,736

C. Liabilities

3. Liabilities to shareholders
4. O
 ther liabilities
of which taxes: EUR 44,368.31 (p.y. TEUR 6.313)

15
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PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT

1.

Sales revenues

2.

Other operating income

3.

Cost of materials
a) C
 ost of raw materials, consumables and
supplies, and of purchased merchandise
b) Cost of purchased services

4.

b) S
 ocial security, post-employment and other emloyee benefit
costs – of which in respect of old age pensions:
EUR 32,106.28 (p.y. kEUR 34)

5.

b) of current assets

6.
7.

31.12.2013

31.12.2012

€

K€

1,048,791,342.59

881,678

1,380,972.79

1,149

Other operating expenses
Other interest an similar income

8.

Interest and similar expenses

9.

Result from ordinary activities

10. Extraordinary expenses
11. Taxes on income
12. Other taxes
13. Net income for the financial year

I.

GENERAL DISCLOSURES ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENT

| Imprint

The other provisions take into account all recognisable risks
and contingencies. The provisions are reported in the amount

The financial statement and the management report of Energie-

of the necessary settlement value based on a prudent com-

handelsgesellschaft West mbH, Münster, (abbreviated as ehw)

mercial assessment.

for the fiscal year 2013 were prepared in accordance with the
regulations of the German Commercial Code (HGB).

The Company makes use of the possibility to report hedging
relationships within the meaning of sec. 254 HGB for the exis-

According to the size criteria of sec. 267 para. 3 HGB, the
-1,039,175,505.55

-876,471

-415,305.93

-396

-1,039,590,811.48

-876,867

ting selling and procurement positions.

company is considered to be a large company.
The liabilities are reported at their settlement value.
For the classification of the profit and loss account, the total cost
method was selected in accordance with sec. 275 para. 2HGB.
III.

DISCLOSURES ON THE BALANCE SHEET

The significant balance sheet and profit and loss items are explained separately in the notes.
-2,102,393.61

-320,564.28

-317

-2,422,957.89

-2,208

FIXED ASSETS
The intangible fixed assets fell by EUR 27,221. This de-

-1,891

velopment resulted from a write-up in the amount of EUR
II.	DISCLOSURES ON THE ACCOUNTING AND
VALUATION METHODS

146,299 for the company’s still used portfolio management system and regular write-downs of these assets in the
amount of KEUR 173,520.

The accounting and valuation was based on a going concern
assumption.

Depreciations
a) of intangible fixed assets and of tangible fixed assests

| Auditor’s report

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Personnel expenses
a) Wages and salaries

| Annual financial statements

The tangible fixed assets decreased by EUR 9,291, resulting
from additions to assets from investments in the amount of EUR

-185,106.47

-333

0.00

-15

-185,106.47

-348

-2,775,131.28

-1,986

5,548.41

28

-449,911.00

-383

4,753,945.67

1,063

-25,469,806.04

0

-816,460.08

-302

-6,079.55

-6

- 21,538,400.00

755

The intangible assets and the tangible fixed assets are reported

2.621,47, asset disposals in the amount of EUR 326 and write-

at their acquisition costs, reduced by the scheduled write-ups.

downs in the amount of EUR 11,586.

The write-ups were carried out as scheduled corresponding to

No unscheduled write-downs were done in the fiscal year.

the useful asset life of the assets using the straight-line method.
CURRENT ASSETS
There was a write-up of the portfolio management system in the

The stock-in-trade exclusively concerns CO2 emission certifica-

intangible assets, since this continued to be used contrary to the

tes (KEUR 914).

expectations of the last financial statement.
The trade receivables essentially concern electricity and gas
The inventories were reported at acquisition costs, taking into

supplies to third parties.

account write-ups to the lower of cost or market value.
The receivables from shareholders essentially concern trade
Receivables and other assets are entered on the balance sheet

debtors from energy supplies to the shareholders.

at the nominal value. Re-quired valuation adjustments were taken into account.

The other assets essentially include receivables of input tax as
well as input tax amounts as well as input tax amounts deductib-

The liquid assets are entered on the balance sheet at the nomi-

le in the following year from the tax authorities.

nal value
All receivables and other assets are without exception due in the
The subscribed capital was reported at the nominal value.

16

short-term and within one year.
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The accruals and deferrals (KEUR 113) essentially include

The capital reserves were increased from EUR 1,104,449 to

Stadtwerke Münster GmbH sold its shares to the company

PROVISIONS

amounts paid in advance for credit insurance and a payment in

EUR 24,580,717 on 18 December 2013.

and thus left the group of shareholders at close of day of 31

The provisions (KEUR 21,906) include accrued taxes in the

advance to a customer for energy supplies.

December 2013. The redemption amounts were disbursed

amount of KEUR 13,839 and other provisions in the amount of

The company’s share capital on the cut-off date was EUR

in five equal instalments. The first instalment will be due six

KEUR 8,067. The other provisions are essentially composed of

EIGENKAPITAL

4,000,000. The shares are distributed in accordance with

months after the shareholder leaves the group of sharehol-

provisions for balancing group invoices (KEUR 5,286) provisi-

The share capital entered in the commercial register under

the following table (In accordance with the regulations of sec.

ders; each further instalment will be due six months later

ons for procedural costs (KEUR 1,344), provisions of the per-

5329 was increased from EUR 3,350,460 to EUR 4,000,000

272 (1a) HGB, its own shares were openly deducted from the

in each case. Up until the final adoption of the financial

sonnel department (KEUR 598) and provisions for contingent

on 18 December 2013.

subscribed capital.):

statement, in accordance with the Articles of Association

losses on pending transactions (KEUR 326).

of 21 October 2013, a provisional purchase price of EUR
2,430,000 will be assumed.

LIABILITIES
The liabilities are due as follows:

Composition on the balance sheet date:
Shareholder

Share in %

Share in €

Stadtwerke Münster GmbH

28.52

1,140,815

Stadtwerke Hamm GmbH

15.34

613,532

GSW Gemeinschaftsstadtwerke GmbH Kamen - Böhnen - Bergkamen

9.59

383,534

Energie- u. Wasserversorgung Rheine GmbH

8.39

335,699

Hertener Energiehandelsgesellschaft GmbH

5.51

220,456

Stadtwerke Ahlen GmbH

5.28

211,035

Stadtwerke EVB Huntetal GmbH

4.56

182,237

Stadtwerke Emmerich GmbH

4.32

172,645

Stadtwerke Fröndenberg GmbH

4.31

172,499

Stadtwerke Haltern am See GmbH

3.12

124,688

Own shares (ehw)

11.07

442,860

Total

100.00

4,000,000

of which residual time to maturity
31.12.2013
Total
K€
Received prepayments

Additions
in €

1 to 5 years
K€

More than
5 years
K€

1,739

0

0

3,500

85,797

85,797

0

0

100,079

6,856

6,856

0

0

23,465

Other liabilities

45

45

0

0

10,498

of which from taxes

45

45

0

0

6,313

94,437

94,437

0

0

137,542

Trade payables
Liabilities to shareholders

Total

Depreciations

Disposals
in €

31.12.2012
Total
K€

1,739

Cost of Purchase
as of 01.01.2013
in €

Up to 1 year
K€

as of 31.12.2013
in €

as of 01.01.2013
in €

Additions
in €

Book value

Disposals
in €

as of 31.12.2013
in €

as of 31.12.2013
in €

as of 31.12.2012
in €

I. Intangible fixed assets
Purchased concessions
and similar rights and assets

1,016,138.42

0.00

0.00

1,016,138.42

884,120.42

173,520.00

146,299.00

911,341.42

104,797.00

132,018.00

123,221.66

2,621.47

11,547.38

114,295.75

61,749.66

11,586.47

11,221.38

62,114.75

52,181.00

61,472.00

1,139,360.08

2,621.47

11,547.38

1,130,434.17

945,870.08

185,106.47

157,520.38

973,456.17

156,978.00

193,490.00

II. Fixed assets
Other equipment, operating and
office equipment
Total
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The trade payables in the reporting period were essentially col-

gas area, for sales and distribution, full supply and proprietary

OTHER OPERATING EXPENSES

MANAGEMENT BOARD

lateralised by third party guarantees, comfort letters and loan

trading portfolio, the underlying transactions of 3.5 TWh (KEUR

The other operating services essentially include operating, sales

IIn the fiscal year from 1 January 2013 to 31 December 2013,

guarantees by the shareholders.

95,490) were accompanied by hedging positions of 3.5 TWh.

and distribution and administration expenses as well as legal and

graduate in business administration and engineering [Dipl.-

business consultancy expenses in the course of the tax proceedings.

Kaufm./Dipl.-Ing.] Dietmar Bernhardi was the sole Managing
Director of the company.

The liabilities to shareholders exclusively include trade payables

DEFERRED TAXES

resulting from energy supplies.

There are discrepancies between the commercial and the tax ba-

The fees paid in 2013 to the engaged firm of auditors Warth &

lance sheet, which overall lead to deferred tax assets. The company

Klein Grant Thornton AG, Düsseldorf, with full details for auditing

A statement of the total emoluments granted for the Managing

The other liabilities essentially include the liabilities from payroll

did not avail itself of the option of deferred tax assets in accordance

services, amount to KEUR 21, for other certification services to

Director’s activities in the financial year is waived in application

tax to the tax authorities.

with sec. 274 (1) s.2 HGB. The deferred tax assets result from valu-

KEUR 231 as well as for tax consultancy services to KEUR 110.

of sec. 286 (4) HGB.

ation differences in the balance sheet items „trade debtors“, „other
DERIVATE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (SEC. 285 NO. 19 HGB)

assets“, „tax accruals“ and „other provisions“. The valuation of the

EXTRAORDINARY EXPENSES/ EXTRAORDINARY PROFIT/LOSS

PERSONNEL

ehw had a net addition of 161,270 tCO2 emission certificates at

claims is based on an individual corporate tax rate of 31.925 %.

The extraordinary expenses include the expense from the forma-

Personnel extrapolated to full-time, 30 salary recipients were

an average price of EUR 4.16 in 2013. The inventory at the start

tion of a provision for the reclamation of input tax claims and

employed on a yearly aver-age.

of the year was 34,000 tCO2 emission certificates in a total value

specific provision for input taxes receivable from the pending

of KEUR 243. This results in a new inventory of 197,270 tCO2

IV.

DISCLOSURES ON THE PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT

emission cer-tificates at an average price of EUR 4.63. (Since the
SALES REVENUES

new average value, the accounting was done at the lower of cost

The sales revenues may be broken down into the following are-

or market value.) The value of the inventories existing on 31 De-

as of activity:
2013

2012

2012

K€

%

K€

%

Sales electricity

618,213

58.95

645,238

73.18

cordance with its business model as well as financial hedging on

Sales gas

427,629

40.77

236,274

26.80

these positions for coming fiscal years of or scheduled hedging

Sales CO2

2,949

0.28

165

0.02

Total sales

1,048,791

100.00

HEDGING RELATIONSHIPS (SEC. 285 NO. 23 HGB)
ehw concludes physical and financial forward transactions in ac-

of the transactions, price and volume risks are greatly reduced.

Geschäftsfeld

881,677 100.00

At ehw, the selling and procurement positions as well as the
hedging on these positions are combined for the commodity

No participating interests in other companies exist on the ba-

V.
2013

and procurement transactions) was formed.

DETAILS OF PARTICIPATING INTERESTS

procedural costs for these proceedings.

lance sheet date.

market price on the cut-off date at EUR 4.93 is higher than the

cember 2013 was KEUR 914. No hedging relationship (selling

tax proceedings as well as for the formation of a provision for

The total sales revenues from previous years are KEUR 1,249.

Münster, 30. April 2014

OTHER DISCLOSURES

Dipl.-Kaufm./Dipl.Ing. Dietmar Bernhardi
(Managing Director)

OTHER FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS
Other financial obligations existed on the balance sheet date:
Other financial obligations
from electricity supply contracts
from gas supply contracts
from rental and leasing contracts
from the repurchase of shares Stadtwerke Münster

in K€
503,384
95,420
626
2,430

electricity in the hedging relationship “sales and distribution
portfolio electricity” and for the commodity gas in the hedging

OTHER OPERATING INCOME

relationships “sales and distribution portfolio gas”, “full supply

The other operating income (KEUR 1,381) is essentially com-

portfolio gas” as well as “proprietary trading portfolio gas”.

posed of the release of provi-sions (KEUR 503), adjustment to
general provision for receivables (KEUR 374), reimburse-ment

The hedging relationships are presented on the balance sheet

payments for guarantee commissions paid (KEUR 290) and

using the net hedge presentation method. The portfolios are ma-

write-up in the fixed assets (KEUR 146).

naged with OTC, spot and forward contracts as well as with
liquid stock exchange, spot and future products in accordance

COST OF MATERIALS

with the guidelines of the internal risk management manual.

The costs of materials are subdivided into expenses for raw
materials, consumables and supplies and for purchased goods

On the balance sheet date, for electricity hedging positions of 11.3

(KEUR 1,039,176) as well as in expenses for purchased servi-

TWh were contracted, which were accompanied by underlying

ces (KEUR 415). Overall, the costs of materials developed on

transactions in the amount of 11.3 TWh (KEUR 504,283). In the

the lines of the sales revenues.
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AUDITOR’S REPORT
„Auditor’s opinion
We have audited the annual financial statements – comprising the balance sheet, the profit and loss account, the notes to the financial statements – together with the bookkeeping and the management report of Energiehandelsgesellschaft West mbH, Münster for
the financial year from 1st January 2013 to 31st December 2013. The maintenance of the books and records and the preparation
of the annual financial statements and management report in accordance with German commercial law and the supplementary
provisions of the shareholder agreement are the responsibility of the company’s management. Our responsibility is to express an
opinion on the annual financial statements, together with the bookkeeping system, and the management report based on our audit.
We conducted our audit of the annual financial statements in accordance with paragraph 317 HGB and German generally accepted standards for the audit of financial statements promulgated by the Institut der Wirtschaftsprüfer [Institute of Public Auditors
in Germany] (IDW). Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit such that misstatements materially affecting the
presentation of the net assets, financial position and results of operations in the annual financial statements in accordance with
German principles of proper accounting and in the management report are detected with reasonable assurance. Knowledge of
the business activities and the economic and legal environment of the company and expectations as to possible misstatements are
taken into account in the determination of audit procedures. The effectiveness of the accounting-related internal control system and
the evidence supporting the disclosures in the books and records, the annual financial statements and the management report are
examined primarily on a test basis within the framework of the audit. The audit includes assessing the accounting principles used
and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the annual financial statements
and the management report. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
Our audit has not led to any reservations.
In our opinion, based on the findings of our audit, the annual financial statements of

IMPRINT

Energiehandelsgesellschaft West mbH, Münster, for the financial year from 1st January 2013 to 31st December 2013 comply with

PUBLISHER

legal requirements and the supplementary provisions of the shareholder agreement and give a true and fair view of the net assets,

ehw - Energiehandelsgesellschaft West mbH

financial position and results of operations of the company in accordance with German principles of proper accounting. The

Hafenplatz 1

management report is consistent with the annual financial statements and as a whole provides a suitable view of the company’s

48155 Münster

position and suitable presents the opportunities and risks of future development.“

anfrage@ehw-energie.de
CONTACT

Düsseldorf, 16 May 2014

Petra Krandiek

th

Telephone +49 251 69429-01
Warth & Klein Grant Thornton AG

Telefax +49 251 69429-02

Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft
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